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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today I will be speaking about how to manage workflows so that you can actually accomplish your archival projects.  In other words, how you get from start to finish and how you can monitor progress along the way. The other panelists’ have used many of these methods to accomplish their work; I am going to speak about some ways to streamline your workflow processes.



Presentation Outline 

Brief project overview 
Workflow management challenge 
Workflow management solutions 
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Standardized Project Tools 
Workflow Tracking 

Take Away Advice 
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Presentation Notes
I will start with a brief introduction to our archival backlog project *CLICK* before discussing the challenge of managing workflowsCLICK Then I will offer several workflow management solutions based on the concepts of:	Training and knowledge sharing	The development of standardized project tools	And methods of tracking workflowsCLICK Finally, I will conclude with some tips for applying these solutions to your own projects	



Project Scenario: National Park 
Service Archival Services Contract 

HAI awarded contract in 2010 
Goals: Survey, Arrange, Describe 
Extensive archival backlog 

(38 million items) 
60+ sites 

 
Surveyed: ~12,000 LF 
Processed/Cataloged: ~6,000 LF 
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CLICK In 2010, History Associates was awarded a multi-year, multi-million dollar contract (Indefinite Delivery, Indefinite Quantity) to CLICK survey, process, and catalog archival collections within the National Park Service.We are currently in month 46 of the project; we just completed two archival surveys and are working on 6 processing projects this FY.CLICK NPS estimated that there were 38 million uncataloged archival items in NPS collections at the start of the project.CLICK HAI has completed work for over 60 different NPS sites as part of our contract. CLICK We have surveyed close to 12,000 LF of records and processed and cataloged just about half that amount.



Project Challenges 

Site Specific Differences 
Client needs (national, regional, site) 
Working environment 
Team dynamics 
 

Hiring 
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We have faced many challenges in managing such a massive, complex project.  CLICK While the end goals are the same for each site project, there are important functional differencesCLICK Each client at the Central office, regional, or park level has different opinions, ideas, and ways of operating. CLICK Each work environment was very different; for example, at some sites we had open access to the collections storage, while at others NPS staff retrieved boxes for us.  CLICK And of course, as you all know, each project team worked together differently.  CLICK We also experienced a huge staffing ramp up at the height of the project. Our teams are spread across park sites throughout the country as well as stationed in our office in Rockville, MD. Therefore, while this is one contract known as “the NPS project,” we needed to manage each site project individually just as anyone would on a temporary project.Undoubtedly, one of our greatest challenges has been managing **CLICK** WORKFLOWWe realized from the beginning that we had to make a substantial effort to track and mange work across years, sites, and teams.  We identified the critical elements of each archival task to better manage each project.  We also recognized that we needed ways to measure progress and adjust workflows as needed.



Challenge: Managing Workflow 

One streamlined course of action 
Many site projects 
Many teams 
One central HAI office 
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One of our big questions: how do you communicate standardized workflow procedures to teams of archivists spread across the country working on different record types and collections?Any project needs to have clearly outlined steps, benchmarks, and goals to be a success.  Everyone working on a project should have the same understanding of the tasks at hand and how to do them. As you’ve been hearing in all of these presentations, it is crucial to develop standard operating procedures, tools, and project tracking mechanisms to help accomplish and manage your work in a coherent fashion.  Let’s explore some of the ways we did this on the National Park Service project.  Its my hope that you can apply some of these ideas and methods to your own project work.



Workflow Training 
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Before we won the contract with the National Park Service, we had a staff of less than a dozen archivists.  We hired over 40 additional archivists across the country throughout the course of the project. We needed standardized training mechanisms so everyone carried out their work in the same way.  No matter how experienced or knowledgeable, new archivists to a project will not intuitively know how to complete, or even start, their work on a specific project.  Training is crucial to solidifying workflows.



Solutions: Training 

Face to face meetings 
Periodic site visits 
Recorded sessions 
Written documentation 
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We held in-office orientation sessions whenever a new wave of hiring happened and before people went off to their sites in the field.  Our new employees had to quickly learn both the ins and outs of our company, as well as the general principles and practices of the project.  The orientation sessions also allowed new hires to connect with permanent in-office staff before going off into the field. CLICK We would reinforce these earlier directions through frequent check ins and incremental site visits by managers.I realize that many small institutions will not be dealing with such large temporary staffs; but no matter the staff size, it is critical to conduct training in advance of start up and continually throughout the project.CLICK If you don’t have the time to spend training new project staff, try recording a training session and then giving it to the new person to watch on their own while remaining open to answering questions.  These recordings can also be useful as refresher sessions down the road for all project staff.CLICK You cannot assume everyone will remember the workflow processes; particularly at the beginning of a project when staff are just getting their feet wet and are often bombarded with information.  This is why written documentation, in the form of project manuals and guides, is so important.



Solutions: Project Workflow 
Manuals/Guides 

Processing manuals might include: 
Disposition guidelines 
Preservation actions 
Supply lists 
Rehousing guidelines 
Box/Folder templates 
Digital, Audio, Photographs, Oversized 
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Written procedural guides and manuals are crucial to successful project execution.  Documented procedures will also assist when there is staff turn over so that operational practices don’t walk out the door with the departing staff member.  Can take an institutional operating manual and tailor to meet specific project workflows.  For example, details to identify for completing a processing project might include:	-Steps to take in identifying disposition according to existing record 	 schedules	-When to take preservation actions	-A list of standard supplies and vendors to streamline ordering 	 process	-Instructions for rehousing	-Standardized box and folder label templates	-How special materials should be handled.  How do you back up 	 digital files to a server or hard drive? 	 How do you physically store audio or photographic materials? 	 The steps involved in separating, flattening, storing oversized materialsWritten steps and processes will help ensure efficiency and consistency on any type of archival project, large or small



Standardized 
Project Tools 
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Developing a standardized toolkit for completing the tasks at hand is also essential for workflow management. And I want to point out that there’s nothing cutting edge or crazy about the tools we used; they just simply accomplished our work in the easiest way possible.



Solutions: Templates 
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Templates might seem a bit cliché or rudimentary, but they can be especially helpful in gathering consistent data across teams. And they are very useable. We found that upon returning from a survey trip, we did not always have the information needed to write a processing plan for the next phase of work.So we implemented a basic Excel template to capture the information we needed to gather during each archival survey.  CLICK This information forms the groundwork for the processing plan we produce from each survey.  Having a template ensures that no important information is missed 



Solutions: Templates 
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We also struggled to create processing plans that were consistent across projects. We created Word templates to help with this CLICKDrop down menus containing the relevant template language. CLICK Other non-standard fields, such as Series names, CLICK are entered as free form text. 
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Templates can also assist with budgeting workflows.  If you have projects with the same fixed price costs, as we did on the NPS contract, you can create a template that will auto-fill the standard costs so that you don’t need to look them up every time.  Costing templates can be handy in other scenarios, such as in writing grant proposals.  You can create a budget template once and then use it on the next request for funding. This ensures consistency in your archival services each time and increases workflow efficiency.



Workflow Tracking 
Tools 
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Tracking the completion rate on a project can be as much of a challenge as making sure staff have proper training and tools for executing the workflow.  It can sometimes be difficult to tell how much progress has actually been made on an archival project due to the nature of the work.   For example, how do you know how many boxes are fully processed or in progress?  How do you know how much work is remaining?



Solutions: Microsoft Project 
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One solution is to use project management tools, such as Microsoft Project, to assist in project tracking.  Here we have an example of a simple Gant chart.  You would break your project into essential tasks.  You then enter the expected duration of each task and see the overall duration of the project.  For more complex project planning, you can assign resources to do the work and associate costs as well.Microsoft Project is great for managing multiple projects at once as well.  So if you are working in a repository with simultaneously occurring projects, you could enter each one into the Project file to get a look at the bigger picture of your project workflows. I would like to mention an OPEN SOURCE tool called TOM’S PLANNER that is also great for tracking multiple projects and staff members.



Solutions: Reporting Tools 
Job Jar 
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On the NPS project, we needed a systematic way to gather weekly progress from each team in order to update our overall Microsoft Project file.CLICK This is the Job Jar.  I create this spreadsheet at the beginning of each processing project based on the estimated duration of the project.  It is divided into the tasks needed to do the work.  CLICK Each team updates this at the end of the week to reflect the percentage complete of each task.  Reliant on self-reporting and ability to judge how much has been accomplished and how much remains.



Solutions: Reporting Tools -  
Status Sheets 
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I then take the information from the Job Jar and update another spreadsheet known as the Status Sheet.  The status sheet pulls information from the Microsoft Project file using an Access database tool.  When I finish entering all of the week’s information, *CLICK* the sheet becomes “complete.” What is most useful here is the comparison of the actual % complete CLICK to the projected % complete CLICK.  In this case, I can see that most projects are ahead, though there are some that might need a little push or follow up. This really gives us the macro level view of how projects are progressing.  This is the information that I relay (in the form of notes) to our Division Director, Chief Financial Officer, and President of the company.



Solutions: Rhythm Charts 
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If you are trying to manage complex project management workflows, it can be helpful to keep a sort of “cheat sheet” know as a Rhythm Chart, so you know what to do each day. This is just a sample of one I use to know the project tracking tasks I need to do on a regular basis. I might add, that if you don’t think your project requires something as complex as a Microsoft Project file, you might just develop this rhythm chart to establish and keep a steady workflow.



What Does This 
Mean for You? 
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That is a just a quick look at some project workflow management tools and options.  There could really be an entire session on workflow management, but I hope that you are able to take some of those ideas and apply them to your own projects.  



Take Away Advice 

DEVELOP effective processes for workflow management 

TEACH processes and tools - in advance and continually 

TRACK workflow and progress to evaluate success 

APPLY lessons learned to future projects 
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Those of us responsible for managing the workflow of the NPS project over the past four years have been greeted with many challenges due to individual project differences, staffing structures, and the non-linear nature of archival work.  Above all we had to be creative in our thinking about the project and conceptualizing workflows in a way that would get the projects done on time and within budget.Resulting from the experiences on the NPS project, I have four pieces of take-away advice for all of you managing archival workflows:Take the time to truly DEVELOP processes for managing the execution of your project tasks.  The front end time involved to do this will be more than worth it in the long run.  Plus, if you integrate these steps into your every day project management processes, they will become part of your standard operating procedures in no time and lead to more successful and effective projects.Make sure to TEACH your staff the processes and tools that they will need to carry out their work.  It is best to standardize these guides and tools as much as you can and provide refresher options periodically if you have long-term projects.TRACK your workflows closely and develop tools that allow you to evaluate where your project should be on its timeline and where it actually is.  Tracking involves honesty – both from your staff in their progress reporting and in your evaluation of the realities. It is better to admit that your behind and adjust accordingly than to turn a blind eye.Finally, take the lessons you learn on workflow management from one project and think of how they can be applied to the next.  The basic principles of project planning, staff resourcing, and progress tracking are applicable across projects.  We need to abandon the “it depends” mindset and adopt a more strategic, disciplined approach to the way we manage our archival work. 



Thank you! 

Laura Kopp Starr 
Senior Archivist 
History Associates Incorporated 
 
Feedback or Questions? 
lstarr@historyassociates.com 
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